~ TRUE “VISION” ~
(Part 1)
Forget the very narrow bands of light, sound and energy the five “senses” are capable of. The overwhelming majority of
frequencies are not able to even be perceived by them. “Visible” light, as perceived by us only exists in the very narrow
bandwidth of 400 and 790 terahertz (THz). Considering the entire band of electromagnetic waveforms, this is merely
only a SLIVER of the actual content which is present all around us! The question is, do we already have within us, the
capacity to truly “SEE” all of these other “realms” of energy? That answer is YES!
Science, for many years has taught us that we only have retinal cells known as “rods” (for low-light) and “cones” (for
color vision) in our anatomy, but this actually is NOT true! We actually have ANOTHER type of light-sensitive
component within us. These are known as “Melanopsin” and are sensitive to an incredible range of frequencies. These
cells send messages directly to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus. Many mystics have referred to
the glandular array of the Pituitary, Hypothalamus and Pineal, as the “Crystal Palace” and it truly is precisely through
these regions that true “sight” is manifested.
Our circadian rythm is directly tied to these glands actually! When the hypothalamus receives information on whether
or not light is present, it signals the pineal gland to either produce melatonin, (for sleep, when dark) or not to when
light is present. Also, when light is present, the pineal gland produces cortisol, which many recognize as the “stress”
hormone, but all it truly does, when in proper balance, is help us to be alert and awake. In addition to these two glands
being light-sensitive, the pituitary gland also responds to light and produces vasopressin which also influences the SCN
and helps balance our circadian rythm.
Sadly, for most people, the pineal gland (also known as the conarium or epiphysis cerebri) is rendered all but incredibly
underactive. The largest problem with the pineal gland is “calcification.” This toxic buildup is directly attributed
to exposure to flouride in one form or another. There is a reason this toxic substance has been pumped into our
water supply, our toothpastes and many other items one would never think to look for it at. For example, MANY
pharmaceutical drugs have flourine compounds in them as well!
The ancient philosopher, Descartes, declared the pineal gland to be the “Principal Seat of the Soul.” Interesting to note,
for an organ for which “science” says is likened to an appendix, with little or not verifiable “function” that per cubic
mass, the pineal gland has the largest blood supply of our entire body! The only other organ approaching this level of
circulation is our kidneys! (I’m sure THAT organ is “useless” too, right?) The pineal gland, also is not isolated from the
body by the blood/brain barrier! It is this anomaly, which makes it clear that when “activated” and “full of light” that
the Scripture is proven true! Matthew 6:22 KJV: “ The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy
whole body shall be full of light.” SINGLE “eye” when God created us to have TWO? What ELSE would this
Scripture be referring to?
Certainly, this is why we are being systematically poisoned. Flouride is not the only toxic substance to the pineal gland,
but the only one I am bringing up at this time. This series will detail in future installments, how to “open” the pineal,
DEVELOP it and learn to use this true gift from God in our lives.
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